
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of regional consultant. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for regional consultant

Provide technical research and analysis on complex benefit issues
Act as a resource to local management and Human Resource Business
Partners in addressing various benefit matters
Interface directly with colleagues on escalated benefits questions and
concerns
Drive adoption of provider electronic payments
Advice and guidance to Managers and Members on HR Policies and
procedures, particularly in relation to absence, inc. sickness, maternity,
paternity, sabbatical Contracts and contract changes, data protection and
member exits works as an escalation point for the team on more complex or
challenging cases
Producing HR Reporting - Which can include reporting on sickness absence,
HR metrics, Flexible Benefits, Share Purchase Plans, Sports & Social
Improve TAA market share within the territory by identifying
departments/business lines in target accounts
Managing the regional and local marketing solutions performances across the
region
Build, monitor and analyze Marketing solutions performances dashboards and
challenge and advise teams towards higher achievements
Actively searching for innovative ways to further develop the Marketing
Solutions and remains competitive on the market vs
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Highly flexible regarding work days and hours
Strong one-on-one customer interfacing knowledge
Relevant automotive experience preferred but not mandatory, strong
knowledge and experience within the target market under consideration
MS Access and other desktop software a plus
Responsible for working with the facility to ensure resident trust funds are
handled in accordance with State regulation and company policy and properly
maintained in AHT
Responsible for conducting semi-annual internal audits related to the facility
business office to verify the accuracy and completeness of information
maintained by the facility business office staff


